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To configure a pair of interfaces so that the standby interface can replace a dedicated
interface on the partner appliance in a cluster, you must have ____________.

A. two single MAC-address interfaces: one on each appliance in the cluster
B. one IP address to be used by the takeover partner
C. four single MAC-address interfaces: two on each appliance in the cluster
D. four IP addresses: two on each appliance in the cluster

Answer: C

QUESTION: 58
In a Fabric Attached MetroCluster, a "disaster" is described as a:

A. Failure of the Inter-Switch-Links (ISL)
B. Malfunction of the Fiber Channel adapter on the cluster node
C. Failure of the interconnect cable
D. Prolonged communication disruption

Answer: D

QUESTION: 59
Which of the following hardware components is NOT required for Fabric Attached
MetroCluster?

A. VI-MC cluster adapter
B. FC-HBA
C. LC/LC node-to-node switch cables
D. Network interface card

Answer: C

QUESTION: 60
Each storage appliance in a cluster must have network access to the __________.

QUESTION: 57



A. Internet
B. Same collection of subnets
C. Cluster partner
D. Same administration host

Answer: B

QUESTION: 61
How would you initiate a cluster takeover of filer2 from filer1?

A. filer2> cf giveback
B. filer1> cf giveback
C. filer2> cf takeover
D. filer1> cf takeover

Answer: D

QUESTION: 62
How is the Cluster Interconnect cabled between the two CPU modules in a FAS270c
appliance?

A. The same as for standard storage appliances
B. Internally along the backplane
C. Using Fibre Channel switches
D. Using fiber optic cables

Answer: B

QUESTION: 63
You have connected all cables and disk shelves in a Fabric Attached MetroCluster.
Which of the following commands would you use to verify that disks are connected and
have dual paths?

A. storage show disk p
B. sysconfig v



C. vol status r
D. disk show

Answer: A
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